• Graduated 1st of my class out of 146 students. Among the research projects deployed or in progress are causal bandit models for message selection, slate bandits for message design, joint title asset optimization and page construction, reinforcement learning for multi-day messaging policies, optimizing online A/B test design and designing better off-policy estimators.
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• Reinforcement Learning Decomposition: Developed an approach to break down complex reinforcement learning tasks into many simpler ones that can be learned faster by multiple agents (in collaboration with Principle Researchers Miroslav Dudik and Robert Schapire).
• Off-Policy Evaluation for High-Dimensional Contextual Bandits: Developed a range of new offpolicy estimators that exhibit better bias-variance properties than existing ones in high-dimensional contextual bandit settings (in collaboration with Principle Researcher Miroslav Dudik). • BIN-TAC Auction Mechanism: Collaborated with USC Professor Hamid Nazerzadeh on the analysis and implementation of BIN-TAC auction with revenue lift potential of 5% in Ad Exchange. Designed an optimal algorithm, increasing by 18% the measurement accuracy and the hardware utilization, which was launched in the Google production kernel.
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• Intel PMU Erratum: Led collaboration of the Operations Research team with the Linux kernel team and Intel to solve the 3-year unsolved measurement corruption erratum of Intel Performance Monitoring Unit. Designed a dynamic scheduling protocol solving the erratum, which was launched in the Google production kernel and was contributed to Linux kernel 4.1 benefitting 1000s of Intel machines.
• Earliness- Tardiness • Multi-Trip Vehicle Routing: Designed heuristics and meta-heuristics for any generic routing model which produce 43% higher quality first solutions and find the optimal solutions 45% faster. The heuristics were launched in production and are run daily benefiting Google Geo related projects.
• Constraint Programming: Designed open-source models for the NP-hard Radio Link Frequency Assignment problem teaching advanced usage of Constraint Programming methods in and out of Google.
